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A thousand things will get you tortured in the Islamic State. Then you
lose your head. This clash of values created complex inner struggles
for the group as they sought to establish a new colony, compounded
by a complicated relationship with the local Native American tribes.

The conflicting allegiances among these groups, culminated in trials
of assimilation, faith and compromise that continue to define our
nation to this day. Intelligence and National Security Correspondent
for The Daily Beast and an ASU Future of War Fellow at the New
America Foundation. Prior to joining The Daily Beast, Shane was a
senior writer at Foreign Policy magazine.

He has also written for Washingtonian Magazine, the National
Journal and Government Executive Magazine. Shane is the 2010
winner of the Gerald Ford Prize for Distinguished Reporting on
National Defense. He has been a finalist four times for the Livingston
Awards for Young Journalists, which honor the best reporters in
America under 35. He graduated from Wake Forest University with a
B.
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